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Re: Polyflow LLC and Ambassador Enterprises Join to Form RES Polyflow, An
Energy Recovery Company Repurposing Plastic Waste Into Fuel
Akron, Ohio / July 30, 2012 – Akron, Ohio based Polyflow LLC and private equity firm
Ambassador Enterprises of Ft. Wayne Indiana announced today that they have completed
an agreement to form Renewable Energy Solutions by Polyflow to commercialize
Polyflow’s award winning energy recovery equipment and technology. The new firm will
be known as RES Polyflow and will remain headquartered in Akron with current
Polyflow CEO Jay Schabel leading the effort. Joining Schabel on the corporate team are
Michael Dungan who will serve as Director of Sales and Marketing, Charles Grispin as
the Director of Technology and Richard Schwarz PhD as Technical Advisor. Financial
terms were not disclosed.
Jay Schabel, RES Polyflow’s Chief Executive Officer, said, “Our goal is to be the
worldwide standard for profitable energy recovery from plastic waste. With the addition
of Ambassador Enterprises as our strategic partner, RES Polyflow will produce and
demonstrate our continuous feed waste to energy recovery system. This project was
supported in part by the Ohio Third Frontier Advanced Energy Program with a
commercialization grant secured in 2011.”
Ambassador Enterprises representative Tom Stone remarks that the time for scaling up
the RES technology is at hand. “After a thorough review of waste to energy technologies
we are convinced that the Polyflow process offers the most economically feasible and
technically robust solution being commercialized. We are excited to be a part of this
business opportunity that has the capability to impact the world in a positive way..”
The patented process and proprietary equipment developed by RES Polyflow converts
mixed and unwashed plastic waste, tires and carpet into a spectrum of energy products
ranging from transportation fuels, octane enhancers and chemical intermediates used in
the production of new plastic and rubber. RES Polyflow’s efforts are focused on
establishing independently operated energy recovery facilities as well as selling licensed
equipment to energy park developers, recyclers, landfill operators and organizations
managing large polymer waste streams. In addition to implementing the technology in
North America, opportunities to export RES Polyflow’s locally produced process
equipment to Europe, China, India and Australia are being explored with strategic
partners.
About Ambassador Enterprises
Established in 2008, Ambassador Enterprises is a for-profit, philanthropic, equity firm
investing in leaders and the organizations they lead. This approach is purposely built
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around people because of the belief that an investment in people and teams will pay
returns in the form of healthy relationships and healthy communities. Ambassador’s
clients include businesses, individuals, and nonprofits. To learn more about Ambassador
Enterprises, visit www.ambassador-enterprises.com.
About RES Polyflow
RES Polyflow’s manufactures and distributes process equipment based on its proprietary
renewable energy technology that offers an end of life solution for mixed and unwashed
plastic and rubber waste including tires, carpeting and e-waste. Normally these materials
are discarded in landfills, incinerated or dumped overseas. RES Polyflow’s continuous
feed process equipment converts these items into transportation fuels, octane enhancers
and aromatics using a patented waste to energy recovery process. In 2011 the company
received a State of Ohio Third Frontier Advanced Energy Program Grant to
commercialize the RES Polyflow process. RES Polyflow was honored with a 2012
Innovation Award from the regional technology economic development organization
NorTech. For additional information, go to www.underconstrucion.
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